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Submission template - blank 

This template that allows you to address any aspect of the model WHS Act. If 

you wish to oommet"lt or� .a large,number of the MAP recommendations you 

should consider using the template that has all at those recommendations 

pre-filled. 

Questions for you to consider: 

1. What �s the ��y cost to �oot a specWc proposa�? 

2. What is the benefit to workplace participants? 

3. Is ,a .s�cific recommendation likely to be effective in achieving safer 
workplaces? 

4. Are there any unintended consequences of a proposal? 

5. If a new requirement is proposed, what are the costs and benefits? 

Recommendation 
number in the 
Consultation Paper 
and/or section number in 
the model WHS Bill. 

Comment (including costs and benefits) 

-

Add more rows to include more comments 


